Brian ate two cupcakes at the birthday party. Anthony ate three cupcakes. How many cupcakes did they eat in all?

**ANSWER:**

They ate _________ cupcakes in all.
Maria ate two cookies.
Jenna ate four cookies.
How many cookies did they eat in all?

**ANSWER:**
They ate ________ cookies in all.
Tony ate three gingerbread cookies. Liam ate five gingerbread cookies. How many cookies did they eat in all?

**ANSWER:**
They ate ________ cookies in all.
Mike ate 2 pieces of pizza.
Matt ate 3 pieces of pizza.
Tony ate 4 pieces of pizza
How many pieces of pizza did they eat in all?

**ANSWER:**
They ate _________ pieces of pizza in all.
Lisa ate 3 pieces of pizza.
Ann ate 2 pieces of pizza.
Nancy ate 1 piece of pizza.
How many pieces of pizza did they eat in all?

**ANSWER:**
They ate _________ pieces of pizza in all.